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Description

BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to the field of
computer aided software engineering. More particularly,
the invention relates to an improved architecture for per-
forming software builds.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Computer programs are typically built from of a
set of source files and "include" files, which require linking
with any number of software libraries. During the program
creation process, modifying any one of the source files
requires recompilation of that part of the program fol-
lowed by relinking. This process may be automated with
software engineering tools such as the "Make" utility de-
signed by Stuart Feldman in the mid 1970’s. The Make
utility works off of a file called the "Makefile" which indi-
cates in a structured manner which source and object
files depend on other files. It also defines the commands
required to compile and link the files. Each file to build,
or step to perform, is called a "target." Each entry in the
Makefile is a rule expressing a target’s dependencies
and the commands needed to build or make that object.
The specific structure of a rule in the Makefile is:

[0003] A tree structure indicating dependencies for a
series of exemplary source and object files is illustrated
in Figure 1. In the example, the target file a. out is de-
pendent on foo.o and bar.o. In addition, the object file
foo.o is dependent on the source file foo.cc and the head-
er file foo.h, and the object file bar.o is dependent on
source file bar.cc and foo.h (e.g., foo.cc and bar.cc may
contain include statements including the file foo.h).
[0004] The Makefile used to specify the hierarchical
relationship illustrated in Figure 1 might read as follows:

a.out: foo.o bar.o
g++ -Wall -g foo.o bar.o
foo.o: foo.cc foo.h
g++ -Wall -g -c foo.cc
bar.o: bar.cc foo.h
g++ -Wall -g -c bar.cc

Thus, during the build process, if the Make utility detects
that foo.h has been modified, it will reconstruct foo.o,
bar.o and a. out (i.e., because they all depend, either
directly or indirectly, on foo.h).
[0005] Typical software projects are far more complex

than that represented in Figure 1. Even a modest-size
project can have thousands of files, resulting in an ex-
tremely complex dependency structure. In addition,
Makefiles may be arranged in a hierarchical structure
with higher-level Makefiles invoking lower-level Make-
files to build pieces of the project, adding additional com-
plexity to the build process. The Makefiles are usually
supplemented with scripts in a language such as Perl,
which invoke Make to produce daily software builds, an-
alyze the output of Make, run automated tests, and so on.
[0006] As mentioned above, Make operates incremen-
tally: it only regenerates a target file if one of its dependent
files has changed since the last time the target was gen-
erated. Thus, in principle it should be possible to rebuild
a very large project quickly if only a few source files have
changed. In practice, though, there are many times when
large projects must be completely rebuilt. The most im-
portant of these times is the "nightly" build: most devel-
opment projects rebuild from scratch every night (a clean
build) to make sure the system is still consistent and to
generate production versions for testing and release. In
principle, nightly builds could be incremental, but in prac-
tice the dependency information in Makefiles isn’t perfect,
so the only way to guarantee consistency between the
sources and the compiled version is to build from scratch.
Thus, nightly builds are virtually always clean builds. En-
gineering builds (those for the personal use of individual
developers) are often incremental, but if a widely-used
header file is modified then most of the project may need
to be recompiled. Furthermore, integration points (where
developers update their personal workspaces with all the
recent changes to the shared repository) typically result
in massive recompilation.
[0007] Because of the size of modern software
projects, clean builds can take a long time. Out of 30
commercial software development teams recently sur-
veyed, only 5 had clean build times of less than two hours.
More than half had build times in the 5-10 hour range,
and a few reported build times of 40 hours or more. Fur-
thermore, most organizations support multiple platforms
and versions, which adds a multiplicative factor to the
above times.
[0008] Long build times have a high cost for companies
where software development is mission-critical. They af-
fect not only engineering productivity and release sched-
ules, but also software quality and overall corporate agil-
ity. When a developer makes a change to source code
it typically takes at least a full day (one nightly build) be-
fore the developer can tell whether the change caused
a problem.
[0009] There have been numerous attempts to im-
prove the performance of Make over the last two dec-
ades. They fall into two general classes: "faster" ap-
proaches that execute pieces of the build in parallel, and
"smarter" approaches that avoid work entirely.
[0010] The -j switch in Gmake is an example of the
"faster" approach. When this switch is specified, Gmake
uses the dependency information in the Makefiles to
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identify jobs that don’t depend on each other and runs
several of them concurrently. For example, "-j 4" asks
Gmake to keep 4 separate jobs (pieces of the build) run-
ning at any given time. Even on a uniprocessor this pro-
vides a modest performance improvement by overlap-
ping computation in one job with I/O in another; when run
on multiprocessor machines, additional speedup can be
obtained. The parallel approach offers a high potential
for performance improvement because there are rela-
tively few dependencies between files in a build. In prin-
ciple, almost every source file in a project could be com-
piled simultaneously.
[0011] Unfortunately, the dependency information in
Makefiles is rarely perfect, especially in large projects
with hierarchical Makefiles. As a result, parallel builds
tend to reorder the build steps in ways that break the
build. For example, a library might be used to link an
application before the library has been regenerated, so
the resulting application does not accurately reflect the
state of the library’s sources. Bugs like these are very
difficult to track down (the source looks good, but the
application doesn’t behave correctly). Some organiza-
tions have attempted to maintain enough dependency
information in Makefiles to enable robust parallel builds,
but most do their production builds sequentially to be
safe.
[0012] In addition to out-of-order problems, multiproc-
essor scalability limits parallel build speed. Multiproces-
sor servers typically have only 2-8 CPUs, which limits
the potential speedup. Larger-scale multiprocessors may
have as many as 32 or 64 CPUs, but these machines
are quite expensive ($30K per CPU or more, compared
to $1-2K per CPU for workstations and small servers).
In addition, bottlenecks within the operating system may
prevent an application from taking full advantage of large-
scale multiprocessors.
[0013] A variation of the parallel build approach is dis-
tributed builds, where builds are run in parallel using a
cluster of independent machines instead of a multiproc-
essor. This approach solves the scalability and cost is-
sues with a multiprocessor, but still suffers from out-of-
order issues. In addition, distributed builds can be im-
pacted by a variety of distributed-system issues includ-
ing, for example, high overheads for invoking tasks on
remote machines which can limit performance; clocks on
each of the machines must be carefully synchronized or
file timestamps won’t be consistent and future builds may
fail (a target may appear to be up-to-date even when it
isn’t); reliability drops as the cluster size increases due
to the lack of recovery mechanisms; and cluster nodes
typically use a network file system to access files, which
can be considerably slower than accessing files locally
on a single build machine. Furthermore, reliability issues
in the network file system can affect build reliability.
[0014] The second general approach for improving
build performance is to reduce the amount of work that
must be done, either by doing better incremental builds
or by sharing results between independent builds. One

example of this approach is the "wink-in" facility in Ra-
tional Software’s ClearMake™ product. In ClearMake,
generated files such as object files are stored in a version
control system, along with information about how they
were generated. When a build requires a new version of
a generated file, ClearMake checks to see if that version
has already been generated by some other build; if so,
the existing file is used instead of creating a new version.
This approach can potentially provide significant im-
provements when several developers each update their
private workspaces with the latest sources from the cen-
tral repository, or in nightly builds where little has
changed.
[0015] However, ClearMake depends on the system’s
ability to capture every piece of state that could possibly
affect the contents of a generated file. This includes the
versions of files that the target file depends on, the exact
commands used to generate the target, environment var-
iables that supply additional arguments to the command,
system header files, and so on. All of these pieces of
state must be considered when deciding whether a pre-
viously-generated file can be used instead of regenerat-
ing the file. Even something as subtle as the user ID or
the time of day could potentially influence the value of a
generated file. If a significant factor is not considered,
the system will use an incorrect substitute file. In our dis-
cussions with software development organizations, we
found several groups that have considered the Clear-
Make approach, but none that are using it for production
builds.
[0016] In summary, each of the approaches described
above offers the potential for speeding up builds, but each
makes the build process more brittle by increasing the
risk that a build will fail or that it will be inconsistent with
the sources. Of the 30 commercial software development
teams surveyed, none had been able to achieve more
than a 5-10x speedup in a reliable enough way to use
for production builds, and only a very few have achieved
even a 5x speedup. Most organizations run their builds
completely sequentially or with only a small speedup, in
order to keep the process as reliable as possible.
[0017] JP 3244033A (NEC Corp) describes a parallel
compiling system with a host system and a plurality of
local systems connected by a LAN. The host system in-
cludes a "remote copying part" to copy files and a "a
remote executing part" which activates the local systems.
A "link executing part" links objects to one another. The
local systems include compilers and a "remote copying
part" which copies the produced object. Each local sys-
tem compiles distributed source code and copies the ob-
ject to the host computer.
[0018] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is a method comprising: scheduling jobs for a
program build to execute in parallel across a plurality of
nodes; predicting the files required to complete each of
the jobs; preloading the files to each node prior to the
execution of each job; and caching the files at the nodes
across multiple jobs according to a specified cache man-
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agement policy, the cache management policy compris-
ing caching files of a first type on the nodes across mul-
tiple jobs and flushing files of a second type from the
nodes after each job, wherein the first type of file is one
which is likely to be used by multiple jobs whereas the
second type of file is one which is unlikely to be used by
multiple jobs and further wherein the first type of file is a
header file and the second type of file is an object file.
[0019] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, there is a system comprising: a job scheduler
module to schedule jobs for a program build to execute
in parallel across a plurality of nodes; a preload module
to predict the files required to complete each of the jobs
and pre-load the files to each node prior to the execution
of each job; and a caching module to cache the files at
the nodes across multiple jobs according to a specified
cache management policy, the cache management pol-
icy comprising caching files of a first type on the nodes
across multiple jobs and flushing files of a second type
from the nodes after each job, wherein the first type of
file is one which is likely to be used by multiple jobs where-
as the second type of file is one which is unlikely to be
used by multiple jobs, further wherein a file of the first
type is a header file and a file of the second type is an
object file.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] A better understanding of the present invention
can be obtained from the following detailed description
in conjunction with the following drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary set of file dependen-
cies analyzed during the build process.
FIG. 2 illustrates an overall system architecture ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 3a-b illustrate one embodiment of a process
for performing program builds.
FIG 4a illustrates a central build module according
to one embodiment of the invention
FIG. 4b illustrates different worker modules accord-
ing to one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 4c illustrates a communication session be-
tween an executor module and a node according to
one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates a node architecture according to
one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 6 illustrates a cluster manager according to one
embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 7 graphically illustrates a conflict generated on
a distributed build system.
FIGS. 8a-b illustrate content objects and name ob-
jects employed by a versioning file manager accord-
ing to one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 9 illustrates a recursive Make redirector module
according to one embodiment of the invention.
FIGS. 10a illustrates a plurality of independent jobs
executed on four separate nodes with no consider-

ation to job length.
FIG. 10b illustrates the same plurality of jobs exe-
cuted across four different nodes taking job length
into consideration.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] In the following description, for the purposes of
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present
invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in
the art that the present invention may be practiced without
some of these specific details. In other instances, well-
known structures and devices are shown in block dia-
gram form to avoid obscuring the underlying principles
of the present invention.

A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SUPPLEMENTING 
PROGRAM BUILDS WITH FILE USAGE INFORMA-
TION

[0022] Embodiments of the invention described below
employ sophisticated techniques for monitoring and
analysis during the program build process to enable high
levels of parallelism. A network architecture for process-
ing program builds according to one embodiment of the
invention is illustrated generally in Figure 2. The archi-
tecture is comprised of a build machine 200 from which
the build process is initiated and controlled; a series of
nodes 210-215 which, under the direction of the build
machine 200, operate on identified portions of the build
in parallel, cache source files used during the build proc-
ess, and collect file usage data; and a cluster manager
202 which monitors the status of each of the nodes, and
allocates nodes to build machines 200 upon request.
[0023] Details of one embodiment of the build machine
200 are illustrated in Figures 4a-c; details of one em-
bodiment of a node 210 are illustrated in Figure 5; and
details of one embodiment of the cluster manager 200
are illustrated in Figure 6. The operation of each of these
system components will now be described within the con-
text of the overall build process, illustrated generally in
Figures 3a-b.
[0024] At step 300 of Figure 3a, the central build mod-
ule 400 shown in Figure 4a is invoked on the build ma-
chine 200. The central build module 400 is the focal point
for control and analysis during the build process. The
central build module 400 collects and processes struc-
tural information about source files, file dependencies
and associated regeneration rules. This information may
be provided, at least in part, from Makefiles. However,
while the embodiments of the invention described herein
focus on "Makefiles" and the "Make" utility, the underlying
principles of the invention may be employed within the
context of virtually any software production environment.
For example, the invention may be implemented within
the context of the "Vesta" system developed by the Sys-
tems Research Center of Digital Equipment Corporation
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(DEC) which uses a "model file" for software builds anal-
ogous to the Makefile.
[0025] In one embodiment, the central build module
400 appears to the user to be identical to other versions
of Make such as Gmake and Nmake, and/or integrated
development environments such as Visual Studio™ from
Microsoft. In addition, in one embodiment, the central
build module 400 is capable of interpreting Makefiles in
several different formats, including those supported by
both Gmake and Nmake. Moreover, the central build
module 400 may be invoked anywhere that other soft-
ware build utilities such as Make may be invoked (e.g.,
engineering workstations or dedicated build machines)
and may be invoked interactively or as part of a build
script. As used herein, the "build machine" refers to any
machine from which the build process is invoked.
[0026] The cluster manager 202 allocates nodes to
build machines for individual builds. Thus, at step 301 of
Figure 3a, once the build process is initiated, the central
build module 400 requests a list of nodes to be used for
the current build from the cluster manager 202. As illus-
trated in Figure 6, in one embodiment, the cluster man-
ager 202 is a Web server 600 which includes a node
status module 602, a node allocation module 604, and a
management interface 606. It should be noted, however,
that various different types of servers other than a "Web"
server may be employed as the cluster manager 202
consistent with the underlying principles of the invention.
[0027] The node status module 602 continually moni-
tors the status of each of the nodes and maintains a list
of those nodes which are operating properly and those
which are not. In one embodiment, the node status mod-
ule 602 employs a network management protocol such
as the Simple Network Management Protocol ("SNMP")
(either the original SNMP standard or SNMP 2). More
advanced network management tools such as Hewlett
Packard® OpenView®, IBM Tivoli® or LANDesk® man-
agement from Landesk Software, Inc., may also be im-
plemented within the cluster manager 202.
[0028] The node status module 602 may also evaluate
the "health" of each node based on the node’s perform-
ance during the course of one or more program builds.
For example, if a particular node fails during a build on
multiple occasions, the node status module 602 may des-
ignate the node as inoperative (or otherwise "unhealthy")
until it is checked by a system administrator. Similarly, if
a particular node is running jobs significantly more slowly
than other nodes, then the node status module 602 may
flag that node as requiring maintenance. Of course, the
underlying principles of the invention are not limited to
any particular network management protocol or policy.
[0029] In addition, in one embodiment, the cluster man-
ager 202 includes a node management interface 606,
allowing system administrators to control the node allo-
cation policy. For example, during the day, the node al-
location module 604 may be configured to allow multiple
build machines to access the nodes 210-215 for individ-
ual builds. By contrast, during the "nightly build" (i.e., in

which the entire project is rebuilt), the node allocation
module 604 may be configured to lock out all build ma-
chines except the build machine from which the nightly
build is executed.
[0030] In one embodiment, the node allocation module
604 dynamically allocates the nodes 210-215 to request-
ing build machines. For example, if only one build ma-
chine 200 is requesting a set of nodes at given point in
time, then the node allocation module 604 may allocate
all of the available nodes to the first build machine until
a second build machine requests a set of nodes. When
the request from the second build machine is received,
the node allocation module 604 may then reallocate
nodes from the first build machine to the second build
machine (i.e., after waiting for the current jobs at those
nodes to complete). Various different node allocation pol-
icies may be programmed within the node allocation
module 604 while still complying with the underlying prin-
ciples of the invention.
[0031] As used herein, the term "job" refers to any in-
dividual portion of a program build. As described in detail
below, in one embodiment, jobs are executed across a
plurality of nodes under the control of the build machine
200. In one particular embodiment, each job is directed
to the creation of a single target file. Each job is typically
comprised of a series of "operations" required to repro-
duce the target file (e.g., reading from a file, writing to a
file, deleting a file, renaming a file, compiling a source
file, linking an object file, ... etc).
[0032] As illustrated in Figure 4a, one embodiment of
the central build module 400 is comprised generally of a
plurality of worker modules 409 and a terminator module
402. The worker modules are responsible for analyzing
the Makefile, scheduling jobs to run in parallel across the
nodes 210-215, collecting the results from each job and
collecting the file usage data from each job (described in
detail below). The terminator module 402 is responsible
for ensuring that the job results provided from each node
are valid using various detection and conflict resolution
techniques, some examples of which are described be-
low.
[0033] Referring now to Figure 4b, in one embodi-
ment, three different types of worker modules 409 are
employed to coordinate the build process: a parser mod-
ule 450, a scheduler module 457 and a job executor mod-
ule 456. As indicated at step 304 of Figure 3a, the parser
module 450 analyzes the Makefile, any supplemental file
usage data (as described below) and/or any recursive
Make instances 462 detected and processed by the sys-
tem. The specific processing associated with supple-
mental usage data and recursive Make instances is de-
scribed in detail below. Based on its analysis, the parser
450 generates a set of target construction rules 460 spec-
ifying how each individual component of the program
build (e.g., each target file) is constructed. The construc-
tion rules 460 include all of the dependency information
extracted from the Makefile, the supplemental usage da-
ta and the recursive Make invocations 462 as well as all
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of the associated ambient state information (e.g., the cur-
rent working directory, any command line switches, ...
etc). In one embodiment, the construction rules 460 are
stored continuously in main memory so as to be readily
accessible by the scheduler 457 and job executor mod-
ules 456 during the course of the program build.
[0034] At step 305 of Figure 3a, the job scheduler mod-
ule 457 analyzes the construction rules 460 to generate
a job graph 461 indicating the specific order in which jobs
are to be executed in parallel on the nodes. By way of
example and not limitation, consider the following simple
Makefile:

module.a: a.o b.o
ar r module.a a.o b.o
ranlib module.a
a.o: a.cpp
g++ a.cpp -c -o a.o
b.o: b.cpp
g++ b.cpp -c -o b.o

[0035] In this example, the targets a.o and b.o can be
regenerated simultaneously, but module.a cannot be
generated until both a. o and b. o are complete. The com-
mands that regenerate the target files (i.e., ar, ranlib, and
g++) execute on the allocated nodes 210-215 rather than
the build machine 200. In the above example, the jobs
for a.o and b.o have only a single command, while the
job for module.a has two commands. In one embodiment,
a node operates on only a single job at a time. However,
multiple jobs may be concurrently executed on each node
while still complying with the underlying principles of the
invention.
[0036] Jobs which may be executed in parallel are
placed together within a work queue 408 from which they
are farmed out to the nodes 210-215 (until a conflict is
detected, as described in detail below). Specifically, at
307 of Figure 3a, in one embodiment, the job executor
modules 456 read the jobs from the work queue 408 and
coordinate with the nodes 210-215 to execute the jobs.
In one embodiment, each executor module 456 coordi-
nates with a single node at a time to complete a single
job (although the specific node used by the executor mod-
ule 456 may change from job to job). However, the un-
derlying principles of the invention are not limited to any
particular pairing of executor modules, nodes and jobs.
[0037] Figure 4c illustrates the interaction between an
executor module 456 and node 210 according to one
embodiment of the invention. During the job setup phase,
the executor module 456 initiates communication with
any available node 210. During setup, the executor mod-
ule 456 may provide the node with an indication of the
current working directory and/ or any other environment
information required to process the job.
[0038] In addition, in order to accelerate the build proc-
ess and to reduce data traffic between the build machine
200 and the nodes 210-215, a file preload module 452,
illustrated in Figure 4c and shown within a cache man-

agement module in Figure 4a, is employed to preload
source files to each of the nodes during the job setup
phase. The preload module 452 employs a predictive
caching algorithm to predict which source files will be
required at each of the nodes ahead of time, using the
construction rules 460, the Makefile itself, the file usage
data and/or any other data which indicates the files re-
quired to complete each job. The files are retrieved from
a central file repository 410 by the executor modules 456
through a versioning file system 407 which (as described
in greater detail below) manages the different file ver-
sions which occur over the life of a build. The central file
repository 410 on the build machine stores all of the
source files required to process each job of the program
build. In one embodiment of the invention, the central file
repository 410 operates according to the native file sys-
tem configured on the build machine (e.g., FAT 32,
NTFS, ... etc) whereas the versioning file system 407 op-
erates at a layer above the native file system, communi-
cating with the file system via the file system’s standard
interface. However, the underlying principles of the in-
vention are not limited to any particular architecture for
the central file repository 410. For example, in one em-
bodiment, the central file repository 410 is a relational
database accessible by the versioning file system via da-
tabase queries.
[0039] If a particular job requires a source file which
has not been preloaded to the node 210 on which the job
is executing, as described above, the node 210 may re-
quest the file from the executor module 456 on the build
machine 200 during the execution of the job. The exec-
utor module 456 will then retrieve the file via the version-
ing file system 407 and provide the file to the requesting
node 210.
[0040] Returning again to the overall build process set
out in Figure 3a, at step 308, in response to build com-
mands provided from the executor module 456, the agent
executed on the node 210 invokes the processes re-
quired to complete the job. In the specific example shown
in Figure 5, an agent 500 invokes two build processes,
process 502 and process 504, to complete the node’s
210’s assigned job. By way of example, the processes
502 and 504 might be ar and ranlib as described above.
In one embodiment, both of the processes 502 and 504
and the agent 500 operate at the application or user level
520 whereas the node file system 510 functions within
the node operating system kernel 530.
[0041] In one embodiment, the processes 502 and 504
invoked by the agent 500 access files such as source
files and headers using standard function calls to the OS
kernel 530. Thus, standard build applications such as
gcc, ar, ranlib, and g++ may be employed on each of the
nodes without modification. In one embodiment, the node
file system 510 manages a specified portion of the file
system (e.g., a specified directory and set of subdirecto-
ries within the file system hierarchy). The kernel 530 is
aware of the portion of the file system managed by the
node file system 510 and forwards any function calls di-
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rected to this portion of the file system to the node file
system 510 (e.g., function calls associated with file us-
age). The node file system 510 then supplies the request-
ed files to the processes 502 and 504. In one embodiment
to improve performance, the node file system 510 stores
file information entirely in main memory; it doesn’t use
the local mass storage device for the files of the build.
[0042] When a process 502, 504 requests information
not present in the node file system’s 510’s kernel-level
cache 512 (e.g., because the file was not preloaded or
cached as described above), the node file system 510
issues a request to the user-level agent 500. The agent
500 then relays the request to the central build module
400 using, in one embodiment, a simple TCP-based pro-
tocol. In one embodiment, the agent 500 maintains an
open TCP socket connection with the build machine 200
throughout the course of the build. As mentioned above,
the central build module 400 acts as a central file server
for the nodes, reading files via the versioning file system
407 and passing the files to the nodes. The agent 500
receives the file data, forwards it into the OS kernel 530,
and notifies node file system 510, which then completes
the original request.
[0043] In one embodiment, to enable efficient file que-
ries, the node file system 510 provides a virtual image of
a particular directory from the build machine, plus an im-
age of all of the files and directories that lie underneath
it. The root directory of this subtree may be specified as
an argument to the central build module 400 or as an
environment variable. In one embodiment, the central
build module 400 automatically determines the scope of
the virtual directory image based on anticipated file us-
age. For example, the construction rules 460 contain an
indication of the directories of all files required during the
build process. As such, the central build module 400 an-
alyzes the construction rules 460 to determine the lowest
common ancestor of all directories referenced during the
build. Based on its analysis, the central build module 400
provides a virtual image of the lowest common ancestor
and all subdirectories beneath the lowest common an-
cestor to the node file system 510, thereby ensuring that
a virtual image is provided for any directory referenced
during the build.
[0044] In one embodiment, the virtual directory image
is chosen to include all of the build-specific files used in
the build, but not system files such as shared headers
and libraries which may be replicated across the nodes
statically. However, a virtual image containing shared
headers and libraries may be provided as well in accord-
ance with the underlying principles of the invention. In
one embodiment, the virtual image provided by the node
file system 510 lasts only for a single build; all cached
information is flushed at the end of each build, and dif-
ferent builds may have different roots for the node file
system image.
[0045] In one embodiment, the node file system 510
implements a usage tracking module 511 which collects
file usage data during the course of a build and provides

the file usage data to the central build module 400 for
analysis, as indicated at 308 and 309, respectively, of
Figure 3a. The usage tracking module 511 records each
file accessed by the processes 502 and 502 during a job.
For example, if during the course of a particular job, a
process creates foo.o, modifies foo.c, and reads from
foo.h, the usage tracking module 511 automatically
records this information until the job is complete. As de-
scribed below, the usage tracking module 511 may also
store the time it takes for each job to complete. Once the
job completes, at step 310 in Figure 3a, the agent 500
provides the job results (e.g., the "target" file) and the file
usage information indicating how the files were used dur-
ing the job to the central build module 400 (e.g., foo.c
was modified, foo.h was read and foo.o was created).
Alternatively, rather than waiting for the job to complete,
the agent 500 may provide the file usage information as
the files are accessed throughout the course of the job.
[0046] In one embodiment, the node file system 510
or the agent 500 compresses the usage data prior to
transmitting it to the central build module 400. For exam-
ple, if a particular file was read 10 times, then written to,
and then deleted, the only relevant information with re-
spect to the central build module 400 is that the file was
read at least once and deleted. Similarly, if a particular
file was written to 10 times, only the last write to the file
is relevant to the central build module 400. As such, only
a single "write" operation will be provided as part of the
file usage data. Various additional types of file operations
may be collapsed down in this manner while still comply-
ing with the underlying principles of the invention.
[0047] It should be noted that the various functional
modules illustrated in Figure 5 may be configured to op-
erate within different system levels. For example, in one
embodiment, the cache 512 and/or usage tracking mod-
ule 511 are implemented at the user level 520, rather
than within the OS kernel 530 as illustrated in Figure 5.
The location of these functional modules may change
depending on the particular OS kernel 530 installed on
the node 210.
[0048] As illustrated in Figure 4a one embodiment of
the invention includes a cache management module 451
comprising a preload module 452 and a caching module
453. As described above with respect to Figure 4c, the
preload module 452 employs a predictive caching algo-
rithm to predict the files that will be needed at each job
before the start of the job using the construction rules
460 and/or any other data which indicates the files re-
quired to complete each job. Based on these predictions,
the job executor module 456 retrieves the files from the
central file repository 410 via the file system 407 and
transfers the files to the nodes 210-215 prior to the exe-
cution of each job.
[0049] Once the source files have been transmitted to
the nodes, either through preloading or through on-de-
mand fetches, at step 310 in Figure 3a, the caching mod-
ule 453 instructs the nodes 210-215 to cache certain
source files across multiple jobs according to a specified
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cache management policy. As illustrated in Figure 5, the
node file system 510 includes a data cache 512 for cach-
ing the files based on instructions provided by the caching
module 453.
[0050] In one embodiment, the caching policy provided
by the caching module 453 indicates that certain types
of source files should be cached across jobs. For exam-
ple, during the build process, certain types of files such
as header files (typically identified by the extension ’.h’)
are used frequently across multiple jobs but rarely mod-
ified. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the cache man-
agement module 451 instructs the nodes to cache these
files across multiple jobs. By contrast, other types of files
such as object files (typically identified by the ’.o’ exten-
sion) are written once and not frequently used across
different jobs. Thus, in one embodiment, the cache man-
agement module 451 instructs the nodes 210-215 to flush
these files from cache 512 following each job.
[0051] In one embodiment, the caching module 453
analyzes the Makefile, supplemental usage data, con-
struction rules 460 and/or the job graph 461 generated
by the scheduler 457 to determine precisely which files
will be needed at the nodes throughout the course of a
build. Assuming that the dependency information and/or
job schedule is accurate, this analysis will provide the
caching module 453 with an indication of which files are
used across multiple jobs and which files are not. Various
additional types of data may be factored into the cache
management policy implemented by the caching module
453 while still complying with the underlying principles of
the invention (e.g., the supplemental usage data provid-
ed by the nodes; the size of each file with relatively large
files being flushed more frequently to conserve space;
whether the files are listed on a prerequisites list, ... etc).
[0052] In one particular embodiment, files are divided
into two groups: "shared" and "volatile." Each of the
nodes 210 is configured to cache shared files across jobs
and to flush volatile files from the cache 512 after each
job. In one embodiment, all files are initially tagged as
volatile. If the cache management module 451 identifies
more than one reference to a file then it moves the file
to the shared group. In one embodiment, if a file in the
shared group is modified, the caching module 453 returns
the file to the volatile group and it can never be shared
again. Furthermore, if a shared file is modified then every
node must flush its shared group at the end of the current
job (i.e., to ensure that a cached, out-of-date version of
the file is not used at a job). With this approach, shared
files such as header files are cached, while source files
and object files may be flushed after each job.
[0053] The foregoing two-group approach for cache
management yields a simple yet effective implementa-
tion where the caching module 453 doesn’t need to con-
tinually keep track of which nodes cache which files. The
caching module 453 simply identifies to the agent 500
which group a file is in. Then at the end of each job, the
caching module 453 identifies to the agent 500 which
groups must be flushed. In one embodiment, the agent

500 segregates files in different groups to make the flush-
ing operation operate more efficiently.
[0054] Of course, the underlying principles are not lim-
ited to a two-group caching approach. For example, as
mentioned above, in one embodiment, other variables
such as file size may be factored into caching decisions.
For example, if a file in the "shared" group is above a
certain size, then the caching module 453 may instruct
the nodes to flush the file to conserve space, notwith-
standing its "shared" designation. Alternatively, files
above a certain threshold size may simply be marked as
"volatile," and therefore automatically flushed by the
nodes.
[0055] In one embodiment, the cache management
module 451 does not flush a file during a job; rather, only
after the job completes. Alternatively, files may be flushed
during the execution of each job. This is one conse-
quence of the technique of freezing the file system state
for each job when it begins (as described below).
[0056] Following the execution of jobs, the central build
module invokes a "terminator" module 402 shown in Fig-
ure 4a which analyzes the usage information to detect
and correct the out-of-order execution of jobs (hereinafter
"conflicts") prior to writing the job results to the central
database 410. For example, if an early job reads a par-
ticular file and a later job modifies the file, this probably
indicates that the jobs were run in the wrong order, and
also indicates that the Makefile is inaccurate.
[0057] Figure 3b illustrates a process implemented by
one embodiment of the terminator module 402 to evalu-
ate and correct the results of each job (referred to gen-
erally as "Job N"). In one embodiment, the terminator
module 402 evaluates the jobs in the sequential order in
which the jobs complete. The terminator module 402 il-
lustrated in Figure 4b is comprised of a conflict detection
module 404 for detecting conflicts and a conflict resolu-
tion module 406 for correcting the conflicts. At 312, the
terminator 402 invokes its conflict detection module 404
to determine if "Job N" created a conflict. If not, deter-
mined at 314, then the results of Job N are committed to
the central file repository at 316 and the terminator moves
on to the next job in sequence. If a conflict is detected,
however, then the terminator module employs its conflict
resolution module 402 to resolve the conflict as set forth
at steps 320-328, described below.
[0058] In one embodiment, the conflict detection mod-
ule 404 uses two measures of time/order to detect con-
flicts. The first measure is clock time, which reflects the
actual order in which events occur. Each job has a start
time and a stop time, both of which are clock times. Sev-
eral jobs can have the same start time, but exactly one
job has a given stop time. The file versions seen by a job
are determined by its start time: once a job has started,
file modifications made by other jobs will not be visible
to the job. Conversely, no modifications made by a job
are made available to other jobs until the job completes.
Moreover, in one embodiment, file updates to the central
file repository 410 are atomic: either all of a job’s modi-
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fications are made available to other jobs, or none of
them. This approach requires the versioning file system
407 to maintain multiple versions of each file and pass
different versions to different jobs. The mechanism used
by the versioning file system 407 for tracking file versions
is described below.
[0059] The second measure used by the conflict de-
tection module 404 is sequential order, the order in which
jobs would execute in a sequential build. The conflict de-
tection module 404 uses the sequential order along with
file versions maintained by the versioning file manager
407 to define correctness: a parallel build is correct if the
file versions used by each job are the same as those that
would be used if the build were executed in sequential
order. If a build uses different versions than this, then a
conflict has occurred.
[0060] This concept is illustrated graphically in Figure
7 which shows four jobs A, B, C, and D executed over
time (i.e., time progresses moving towards the right on
the horizontal axis). For the purpose of simplicity, this
example assumes that there are two nodes available to
concurrently process jobs. It also assumes that, if the
build were to be executed in a non-parallel manner, the
sequential ordering of jobs would be A, B, C, and D. Jobs
A and B both start at time t0 and execute in parallel. This
indicates that, after analyzing the dependency informa-
tion in the Makefile, the central build module 400 deter-
mined that Jobs A and B are mutually independent, and
can therefore be executed in parallel. Job A completes
at time t1, freeing one of the two nodes to process Job
C (which may start shortly after t1 due to system latency).
Like the decision with respect to Jobs A and B, the central
build module 400 allows Jobs B and C to run in parallel
because the Makefile shows Jobs B and C to be mutually
independent. Job B completes at time t2, freeing up the
second of the two nodes to process Job D (which, again,
may start shortly after t2).
[0061] As indicated in Figure 7, when Job B completes
at time t2, the usage data provided by the node file system
510 indicates that the file foo.c was modified during Job
B’s execution. Moreover, when Job C completes at time
t3, the usage data indicates that foo.c was read and used
to generate the target file of Job C. By comparing the
version of foo.c actually used by Job C (i.e., the version
of foo.c available at time t1) with the most recent version
of foo.c, which would have been used in a sequential
build (i.e., the version of foo.c modified by Job B), the
conflict detection module 404 generates a conflict. In one
embodiment, the conflict detection module 404 com-
pares the "last modified" timestamp of foo.c with the start
time of Job C to detect the conflict. Rather than using
timestamps, in one embodiment, an internal version
number is maintained by the versioning file system 407
for each file version. Each version number associated
with a file identifies the particular operation that created
it which, in turn, provides an indication of when the ver-
sion came into existence.
[0062] Returning to Figure 3b, at 320, once a conflict

has been detected, the conflict resolution module 406
invalidates the incorrect file versions resulting from the
job that generated the conflict via the versioning file sys-
tem 407, and identifies the correct file versions needed
to correctly re-execute the job. Returning to the example
illustrated in Figure 7, the versioning file system 407
stores the new version of foo.c generated by Job B once
Job B has completed. Thus, in response to the detected
conflict associated with Job C, the conflict resolution
module 406 requests the correct version of foo.c from
the versioning file system 407. In one embodiment, the
conflict resolution module 406 provides the versioning
file system 407 with an indication of the start time of Job
C (t1), which the versioning file manager 407 uses to
identify the correct version (i.e., the version that Job C
would have used in a non-parallel build). More specific
details of query and lookup operations performed by one
embodiment of the versioning file system 407 are set
forth below.
[0063] Once the correct file versions have been iden-
tified, the conflict resolution module 406 must re-execute
the job which resulted in the conflict. Thus, at 322 in Fig-
ure 3b, the conflict resolution module 406 places the job
at the front of the work queue 408, ahead of all other
pending jobs. In one embodiment, to ensure that subse-
quent jobs do not generate additional conflicts resulting
from the initial conflict, all other jobs are placed on hold
pending the successful execution of the job which result-
ed in the conflict. Placing all other jobs on hold, however,
may be overly pessimistic in many cases (i.e., because
it will not generally be likely that subsequent jobs will
depend on the invalid results of Job N). At 324 the next
available node re-executes the job using the correct file
versions and, at 326, the versioning file system 407
stores the results of the job in the central file repository
410 (i.e., assuming no additional conflicts exist).
[0064] In one embodiment, the versioning file system
407 stores the different file versions used throughout the
build process within a back end file store 411. In one
embodiment, the back end file store 411 is implemented
entirely within a high speed memory (e.g., DDR SDRAM)
to accelerate file access. However, depending on the size
of the program build and/or the capabilities of the build
machine 200, the back end file store 411 may be com-
prised of both a high speed memory component and a
mass storage component (e.g., a hard drive). In one em-
bodiment, files are split between the high speed memory
and mass storage memory based on factors such as the
probability that the different file versions will be required
again during the course of the build. For example, object
files (".o" files) will typically be required in a linking step
at some point during the program build. As such, it may
make sense to store these files within the high speed
memory. By contrast, executable files, which typically
represent a final result of a build operation, will not typi-
cally be required later in the build process and may there-
fore be stored within the mass storage memory. Various
other factors may be evaluated to determine which files
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to store within the high speed memory and which files to
store within the mass storage memory.
[0065] A conflict typically indicates that the information
contained within the Makefile is incomplete or inaccurate.
For example, if the Makefile used for the build illustrated
in Figure 7 contained completely accurate dependency
information, the job scheduler 457 would not have sched-
uled Job C to run until Job B completed (i.e., an accurate
Makefile would have indicated that Job C was dependent
on the results of Job B). As such, at 326, following the
detection of the conflict, one embodiment of the invention
stores supplemental usage data which indicates the de-
pendency. In one embodiment, the supplemental usage
data is stored as a log file containing a list of all of the
missed dependencies at the end of each build. The job
scheduler 457 may then use both the Makefile and the
supplemental usage data to create a more precise, effi-
cient job ordering in subsequent builds (e.g., by first eval-
uating the dependencies within the Makefile and then
evaluating the dependencies within the supplemental us-
age data prior to the initiation of any of the jobs). More-
over, rather than storing the supplemental usage data in
a separate log file, the Makefile itself may be automati-
cally amended to include the additional dependency in-
formation. Similarly, a supplemental Makefile, formatted
as a standard Makefile rather than a generic "log" file,
may be automatically generated and used along with the
original Makefile in subsequent builds.
[0066] In one embodiment, the supplemental usage
data stored on the build machine does not merely indicate
missed dependencies which result in a conflict, as de-
scribed above. The usage information also identifies re-
dundant dependencies within the Makefile - i.e., objects
listed as being dependent which are not. As such, in sub-
sequent builds, the job scheduler 457 may use this infor-
mation to run jobs in parallel which would not have been
run in parallel using the Makefile alone. Conversely, the
usage data may also identify data objects which are de-
pendent but which did not result in a conflict (e.g., be-
cause the jobs were simply executed in the correct order
by chance). In sum, because each file utilized during the
build process is monitored by the node file system 510,
the central build module 400 is provided with complete
and accurate file dependency information for future
builds, thereby significantly enhancing the speed and ef-
ficiency of the build process.
[0067] Moreover, in one embodiment, the supplemen-
tal usage data is not merely used to schedule jobs. Rath-
er, the preload module 452 analyzes the supplemental
usage data (in lieu of or in addition to Makefile) to pre-
cisely identify the source files needed at each node prior
to start of each job. As such, groups of files may be
streamed between the central build module 400 and the
agents 500, thereby eliminating virtually all of the on-
demand fetches that would be required otherwise. As
previously mentioned, preloading files in this manner is
significantly more efficient than a collection of synchro-
nous agent requests to satisfy cache misses. This archi-

tecture not only speeds up the build process but also
increases the scalability of the overall system architec-
ture.
[0068] In one embodiment, the supplemental usage
data includes the amount of time each job takes to com-
plete in addition to the file dependency information. This
information is then used by the job scheduler 457 in sub-
sequent program builds to schedule jobs more efficiently.
As described above, during the course of a program build,
numerous jobs may be identified as independent of one
another and may therefore be placed together in the work
queue. By way of example, and not limitation, Figure 10a
graphically illustrates 12 independent jobs processed
over time on a system having 4 nodes. Time progresses
moving to the right along the horizontal axis. Because
the jobs are independent of one another, they may be
executed on the 4 nodes in any particular order. One of
the Jobs, Job 11, takes significantly longer to process
than the remaining jobs. Because the scheduler 457
scheduled Job 11 to be executed later than all other jobs
in the group, the system must wait for Job 11 to complete
at time t1, before moving on to any subsequent jobs (e.g.,
because subsequent jobs are dependent on the results
of Job 11).
[0069] By contrast, in the example shown in Figure
10b, after the scheduler 457 analyzes the supplemental
usage data which includes the amount of time it takes
for each job to complete, the scheduler 457 is able to
schedule the jobs to execute in the most efficient order
possible. In particular, Job 11 is pushed to the front of
the job queue so that Node 1 starts processing Job 11
before all other jobs in the group. As a result, each node
remains busy processing jobs until about the same time,
t2, which may be significantly less time than the original
completion time, t1.
[0070] In addition, in one embodiment, the supplemen-
tal usage data identifies the processing capabilities of
each of the nodes in the cluster. The scheduler module
457 may then analyze this information to pair up relatively
low powered nodes with the relatively smaller jobs and
relatively higher powered nodes with relatively larger jobs
(e.g., such as Job 11 in Figures 10a-b). In this manner,
the scheduler module can efficiently schedule jobs within
an asymmetric cluster of nodes (i.e., a cluster in which
the nodes have disparate processing capabilities).
[0071] In one embodiment, the processing capabilities
of each node may be measured by running periodic
benchmark testing. For example, every day, week,
month, etc., the cluster manager 202 and/or build ma-
chine 200 may automatically invoke benchmark testing
of the processing capabilities of each of the current set
of nodes. Moreover, each of the nodes may be configured
to conduct benchmark testing on its own and report back
to the cluster manager 202 and/or build machine 200
periodically. Alternatively, in one embodiment, at the end
of a build, the average time it took for each node complete
each of its assigned jobs may be calculated. Assuming
that the jobs were randomly distributed to each of the
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nodes, the average time may provide an accurate indi-
cation of the relative processing capabilities of each ma-
chine.
[0072] As described above, in one embodiment, the
versioning file system 407 caches multiple versions of
files during the build process so that, if a conflict is de-
tected, if can identify the appropriate file version and re-
execute the job which created the conflict. In one em-
bodiment, to track file versions, the versioning file system
407 employs a unique file management architecture de-
signed to keep track of two entities over time: file contents
and file names. For each regular file there is a content
object that describes the attributes and data for the file.
The file’s data may be cached in memory or stored on
disk in the local file system. A name object is a reference
to a content object and corresponds to a directory entry.
As in operating systems such as Unix that provide hard
links, multiple names may exist which refer to the same
content. For each directory there is a content object that
contains the directory’s attributes and a hash table that
maps from string file names to name objects.
[0073] These concepts are illustrated in Figure 8a
which shows a directory with two name objects foo.tmp
810 and foo.c 820 which point to the same content object
800. Over the course of the build, three different versions
801-803 of the content object 800 are generated at three
different points in time. Initially, the content object was
identified by the temporary name object foo.tmp 810. At
this time the name object foo.c pointed to a null object,
as indicated by the name object version 821 (i.e., the
name was not initially linked with the content object 800).
During the course of the build, the name of the file was
changed from foo.tmp to foo.c. As a result, a new version
822 of the name object foo.c was generated which point-
ed to the content object 800 and a new version 812 of
the name object foo.tmp 810 was generated which point-
ed to a null object (i.e., the name object foo.tmp 810 was
unlinked from the content object 800).
[0074] A second example is illustrated in Figure 8b
which shows two directory entries bar and baz associated
with two name objects 870 and 871, respectively. The
two name objects 870 and 871 initially pointed to the
same content object 850 which, during the course of the
build process, was modified twice since its original ver-
sion. A later job deleted baz and re-created it with differ-
ent contents. Thus, the name object baz points to a new
content object 860.
[0075] As illustrated by the foregoing examples, each
name object and content object contains a chain of ver-
sions. When a file is modified without first being deleted
a new version is added to the content object for the file.
When a file is deleted and then re-created, a new version
is added to the name for the file; it refers to a new content
object for the new file data. In one embodiment, each
version identifies the job that created it which, in turn,
provides timing information about when the version came
into existence. Name version chains also include null ver-
sions corresponding to periods of time when the object

didn’t exist.
[0076] In one embodiment of the invention, a directory
content object does not contain multiple versions for its
content. Instead, it keeps multiple versions for its at-
tributes, plus a hash table with entries for all of the names
ever referenced in the directory. The name objects ref-
erenced in the hash table have their own version chains
which can be analyzed to determine whether they exist
at any given point in time.
[0077] In one embodiment, the nodes 210-215 are not
aware of the different versions used for file names and
contents. Rather, at any given time, a node is dedicated
to a single job, so it only works with the appropriate file
versions for that job. In one embodiment, nodes refer to
file names and contents using unique identifiers that cor-
respond to the name objects and content objects. The
central build module 400 maps these to its internal data
structures and then uses the appropriate version for the
node’s current job.
[0078] In one embodiment, to locate the correct file ver-
sion, the versioning file system 407 supports two principal
query operations: file lookup and data access. The file
lookup operation is provided with the content object for
the directory, the name of a file within that directory, and
the job that requested the lookup. The versioning file sys-
tem 407 must then return the appropriate content object
(i.e., the data) associated with the name. To do so, it first
looks up the file name in the directory’s hash table and
then scans the chain of versions for that name. It exam-
ines the job that created each version and ignores all
versions created by jobs later in sequential order than
the current job, as well as versions created by jobs that
completed after the current job started. Of the name ver-
sions that remain, the latest one in sequential order is
used. The file manager returns the content object re-
ferred to by that name version.
[0079] The data access operation is provided with the
identified content object and the job that requested the
lookup. Using this information, it scans the version list
for the content object, using the same selection criteria
as for names. It ignores all versions created by jobs later
in sequential order and versions created by jobs that com-
pleted after the current job started. Of the content ver-
sions that remain, the latest one in sequential order is
used.
[0080] In one embodiment, the conflict detection mod-
ule 404 detects conflicts using the same lookup opera-
tions described above, except that it uses the current
time instead of the job’s start time. It then compares this
version with the one actually used. In other words, it de-
termines whether the same versions of files would be
used if the job were to be executed after all previous jobs
in sequential order have finished. If not, then a conflict
has occurred.
[0081] Almost all software projects contain multiple
modules, each with its own Makefile (or other data object
containing file dependency information). The Makefiles
are typically structured hierarchically, with top-level
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Makefiles invoking lower-level Makefiles recursively, so
that the entire project can be built at once starting with
the topmost Makefile. A different Makefile is often used
within each subdirectory. The Makefile in a particular di-
rectory contains dependency information for the files in
that directory alone. During the program build, the Make
utility is recursively called to process the Makefiles in
each individual subdirectory. Large projects can contain
hundreds or even thousands of Makefiles.
[0082] Hierarchical Makefiles create unique challeng-
es for parallel builds. Because an independent sequential
invocation of Make is made for each Makefile it is difficult
to manage concurrency and dependencies across Make-
files. That is, each invocation of Make is a separate proc-
ess which does not share dependency information with
other Make processes. A typical target for invoking lower-
level Makes might look something like this:
all:
for dir in dir1 dir2 dir3; do cd $dir; make all; done
[0083] Unfortunately this will run the lower-level Makes
sequentially, reducing the efficiency of the parallel build.
The target could be redefined to expose more concur-
rency, as follows:

all: all-dir1 all-dir2 all-dir3
all-dir1:
cd dir1; make all
all-dir2:
cd dir2; make all
all-dir3:
cd dir3; make all

[0084] However, it is difficult to share the nodes of the
cluster among the lower-level Makes to optimize overall
performance. In addition, most of the problems with in-
complete dependency information result from interac-
tions between Makefiles. It is difficult to detect these in-
teractions when each Makefile is managed by a different
process.
[0085] For example, if this approach were employed
within the distributed architecture illustrated in Figure 2,
it would run each child Make process on a separate node,
which would tie up many of the nodes with Make proc-
esses. It would also make file management less efficient
because the top-level Make would have to pass file data
to the child Make, which would then pass it on to each
of its jobs. Deeply nested Makes would cause file data
to be copied again for each additional level in the hierar-
chy.
[0086] One embodiment of the invention solves these
problems by coalescing all of the nested Makes into one
large build handled by the original central build module
400. As illustrated in Figure 9, a recursive Make redirec-
tor 900 is configured on each of the remote nodes. The
recursive Make redirector 900 is a stub program which
looks like the Make utility to the calling process 902. In
one embodiment, when the Make redirector 900 detects
that a recursive Make has been invoked (e.g., based on

the change in value of a specified environment variable)
it extracts the dependency information from the recursive
Makefile and transmits it back to the central build module
400 via the agent 500. In addition, it instructs the process
902 that the recursive Make invocation has successfully
completed. The process 902 then terminates.
[0087] In one embodiment, the recursive Make redi-
rector 900 does not notify the agent directly that a recur-
sive Make invocation has occurred. Rather, the recursive
Make redirector 900 stores or modifies a file on the node
210 indicating that a recursive Make invocation has oc-
curred. After the process 902 terminates, the agent 500
searches for the file and identifies the recursive Make
invocation by the existence of the file (or the modification
of the file). Moreover, in one embodiment, the recursive
Make redirector is programmed directly within the agent
500 itself. As such, in this embodiment, "notification" of
the agent 500 is not required.
[0088] As indicated in Figure 4b, after the recursive
Make information 462 is extracted and transmitted back
to the central build module 400, the recursive Makefile
information 462 is parsed by the parser 450 and incor-
porated into the set of construction rules 460. By analyz-
ing the combined dependency information from the con-
struction rules 460, the job scheduler 457 is able to in-
telligently schedule jobs to each at the nodes in the cor-
rect order, thereby consolidating the recursive Makes in-
vocations into a single unified build process. In one em-
bodiment, the construction rules 460 are logically divided
into multiple build environments, each characterized by
a different Makefile, a working directory, a set of com-
mand-line arguments, and associated environment var-
iables.
[0089] In one embodiment, the versioning file system
407 manages all of the file versions for each of the re-
cursive Make invocations. Moreover, the central build
module 400 relies on the conflict detection and resolution
techniques described above to detect and correct missed
dependencies between recursive Make invocations. Be-
cause a single sequential order exists for all of the jobs
in all of the Makefiles, the conflict detection module 404
is able to compare the file versions used in each job with
the correct file versions (i.e., those which would have
been used in a sequential build).
[0090] Another benefit of coalescing Makefiles in this
manner is that it reduces file traffic between the central
build module 400 and the central file repository 410. For
example, if a separate instance of Make is invoked for
each Makefile, each instance must read its own file in-
formation (such as timestamps) even though many of the
same files are referenced across multiple Makefiles. Us-
ing the caching techniques described above, file infor-
mation is cached and shared across all of the Makefiles,
thereby reducing node file requests and speeding up the
build process.
[0091] In some cases, a job with a recursive Make in-
vocation may include a command following the recursive
Make invocation in the job script which depends on the
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results of the recursive Make invocation. Because the
Make invocation is not executed directly on the node, as
described above with respect to Figure 9, this may result
in a conflict, because the results of the recursive Make
invocation will not be available to the subsequent com-
mand. By way of example, consider the following job
script which includes the recursive Make invocation $
(Make) foo:

touch foo.c
$(Make) foo
cat foo

In this example, the subsequent command cat foo de-
pends on foo which is the result of the recursive Make
invocation. Because the recursive Make invocation was
not actually executed on the node, the result foo will not
be available and the command cat foo will create a con-
flict.
[0092] To solve this problem, in one embodiment of
the invention, the recursive Make redirector 900 (or the
agent 500) freezes the job script as soon as a recursive
Make instance is encountered. The agent 500 then trans-
mits the remaining portion of the script back to the central
build module where it is scheduled as a separate job
which is dependent on the recursive Make instance. For
example, it may be parsed by the parser 450 and included
as a construction rule 460 indicating the dependency on
the recursive Make instance. Based on the new construc-
tion rule, the scheduler 457 schedules the remaining por-
tion of the script to run only after the recursive Make in-
stance has completed.
[0093] Alternatively, in one embodiment, the script is
split into two separate jobs prior to being run on the node.
For example, prior to execution, the scheduler 457 may
analyze each script with a recursive Make instance to
determine if any subsequent commands within the script
depend on the results of the recursive Make instance. If
so, then the scheduler 457 separates the script into two
discrete jobs within the job graph 461, one which includes
the recursive Make instance, and one which depends on
the results of the recursive Make instance.
[0094] The underlying principles of the invention are
not limited to any particular hardware or networking con-
figuration for the nodes 210-215, the build machine 200
and/or the cluster manager 202. However, in one em-
bodiment, the nodes 210-215 are a plurality of relatively
inexpensive rack-mount servers such as Dell Pow-
erEdge™ servers having 1GHz Processors, 512 Mbytes
of double data rate (DDR) random access memory and
40 Gbyte hard drives. In one embodiment, the nodes are
coupled together and/or to the cluster manager 202 and
build machine 200 via a fast Ethernet switch such as a
Dell PowerConnect™ Ethernet switch.
[0095] Any desktop computer system communicative-
ly coupled to the nodes 210-215, and capable of execut-
ing an instance of the central build module 400 may be
used as the build machine 200. Similarly, the cluster man-

ager 202 may be implemented using any workstation or
server communicatively coupled to the network. Howev-
er, for large program builds (e.g., such as the "nightly"
build), the build machine is preferably a relatively high
powered workstation or server. For example, in one em-
bodiment, the build machine 200 is equipped with two or
more Intel® Xeon™ processors operating at 2.80GHz;
4Gytes of dual channel DDR 266MHz SDRAM memory;
and a 600 or more Gbytes SCSI hard drive. Ideally, for
large program builds, the build machine should be direct-
ly coupled to the same Ethernet switch as the nodes
210-215. Of course, the required hardware specifications
for each of the system components will vary, depending
on the size of the program builds being executed.
[0096] In the foregoing description, for the purposes of
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present
invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in
the art that the present invention may be practiced without
some of these specific details. For example, while the
embodiments described above focus specifically on
"Makefiles" and the "Make" utility, the underlying princi-
ples of the invention may be employed within the context
of virtually any program build environment. By way of
example, and not limitation, the same principles may em-
ployed within the context of the "Vesta" system devel-
oped by the Systems Research Center of Digital Equip-
ment Corporation (DEC) (Vesta uses a "model file" anal-
ogous to the Makefile) and/or Microsoft’s Visual Studio.
[0097] In addition, while the architecture described
above employs a series of individual "nodes" for perform-
ing program builds, many of the concepts set forth above
may also be implemented within a single high powered
computer system having multiple processors. In certain
instances set forth above, well-known structures and de-
vices are shown in block diagram form to avoid obscuring
the underlying principles of the present invention.
[0098] Embodiments of the invention may include var-
ious steps as set forth above. The steps may be embod-
ied in machine-executable instructions. The instructions
can be used to cause a general-purpose or special-pur-
pose processor to perform certain steps. Alternatively,
these steps may be performed by specific hardware com-
ponents that contain hardwired logic for performing the
steps, or by any combination of programmed computer
components and custom hardware components.
[0099] Elements of the present invention may also be
provided as a machine-readable medium for storing the
machine-executable instructions. The machine-readable
medium may include, but is not limited to, floppy dis-
kettes, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magneto-optical
disks, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or
optical cards, propagation media or other type of me-
dia/machine-readable medium suitable for storing elec-
tronic instructions. For example, the present invention
may be downloaded as a computer program which may
be transferred from a remote computer (e.g., a server)
to a requesting computer (e.g., a client) by way of data
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signals embodied in a carrier wave or other propagation
medium via a communication link (e.g., a modem or net-
work connection).

Claims

1. A method comprising:

scheduling jobs for a program build to execute
in parallel across a plurality of nodes (210-215);
predicting the files required to complete each of
the jobs;
preloading the files to each node prior to the ex-
ecution of each job; and
caching the files at the nodes across multiple
jobs according to a specified cache manage-
ment policy, the cache management policy com-
prising caching files of a first type on the nodes
across multiple jobs and flushing files of a sec-
ond type from the nodes after each job, wherein
the first type of file is one which is likely to be
used by multiple jobs whereas the second type
of file is one which is unlikely to be used by mul-
tiple jobs and further wherein the first type of file
is a header file and the second type of file is an
object file.

2. The method as in claim 1 further comprising:
analyzing file dependency information to predict
which files are required to complete each of the jobs.

3. The method as in claim 2 wherein the dependency
information is contained within a Makefile.

4. The method as in claim 2 wherein the dependency
information comprises file usage data collected from
a previous program build.

5. The system as in claim 2 wherein the dependency
information comprises both a Makefile and file usage
data collected from a previous build.

6. The method as in claim 1 wherein the cache man-
agement policy divides files into a "shared" group
which are to be cached on the nodes across multiple
jobs and a "volatile" group which are to be flushed
from the nodes after each job.

7. The method as in claim 6 further comprising:

initially tagging a plurality of files as volatile;
moving a first file from the volatile group to a
shared group upon detecting that the first file is
used in more than one job, wherein volatile files
are flushed from node caches after each job and
shared files are stored in node caches across
multiple jobs.

8. The method as in claim 7 further comprising: moving
the first file back to the volatile group upon detecting
that the first file has been modified during the pro-
gram build.

9. The method as in claim 8 further comprising:
flushing the shared files from each node upon de-
tecting that the first file has been modified.

10. A system comprising:

a job scheduler module (457) to schedule jobs
for a program build to execute in parallel across
a plurality of nodes (210-215);
a preload module (452) to predict the files re-
quired to complete each of the jobs and pre-load
the files to each node prior to the execution of
each job; and
a caching module (453) to cache the files at the
nodes across multiple jobs according to a spec-
ified cache management policy, the cache man-
agement policy comprising caching files of a first
type on the nodes across multiple jobs and flush-
ing files of a second type from the nodes after
each job, wherein the first type of file is one which
is likely to be used by multiple jobs whereas the
second type of file is one which is unlikely to be
used by multiple jobs, further wherein a file of
the first type is a header file and a file of the
second type is an object file.

11. The system as in claim 10 wherein the preload mod-
ule (452) analyzes file dependency information to
predict which files are required to complete each of
the jobs.

12. The system as in claim 11 wherein the dependency
information is contained within a Makefile.

13. The system as in claim 11 wherein the dependency
information comprises file usage data collected from
a previous program build.

14. The system as in claim 11 wherein the dependency
information comprises both a Makefile and file usage
data collected from a previous build.

15. The system as in claim 10 wherein the cache man-
agement policy specifies dividing files into a "shared"
group that is to be cached on the nodes across mul-
tiple jobs and a "volatile" group that is to be flushed
from the nodes after each job.

16. The system as in claim 15 wherein the caching mod-
ule initially tags a plurality of files as volatile and
moves a first file from the volatile group to a shared
group upon detecting that the first file is used in more
than one job.
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17. The system as in claim 16 wherein the caching mod-
ule moves the first file back to the volatile group upon
detecting that the first file has been modified during
the program build.

18. The system as in claim 17 wherein the caching mod-
ule flushes the shared files from each node upon
detecting that the first file has been modified.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

Planen von Jobs für eine Programmerstellung,
um sie parallel über mehrere Knoten (210-215)
auszuführen;
Vorhersagen der Dateien, die zur Vervollstän-
digung der einzelnen Jobs benötigt werden;
Vorabladen der Dateien auf jeden Knoten vor
der Ausführung der einzelnen Jobs; und
Zwischenspeichern der Dateien auf den Knoten
über mehrere Jobs hinweg gemäß einer ange-
gebenen Zwischenspeicher-Verwaltungsrichtli-
nie, wobei die Zwischenspeicher-Verwaltungs-
richtlinie Folgendes umfasst: Zwischenspei-
chern von Dateien eines ersten Typs auf den
Knoten über mehrere Jobs hinweg und Löschen
von Dateien eines zweiten Typs von den Knoten
nach jedem Job, wobei der erste Dateityp ein
Dateityp ist, der wahrscheinlich von mehreren
Jobs verwendet wird, während der zweite Da-
teityp ein Dateityp ist, der wahrscheinlich nicht
von mehreren Jobs verwendet wird und wobei
ferner der erste Dateityp eine Kopfdatensatzda-
tei und der zweite Dateityp eine Objektdatei ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

Analysieren von Dateiabhängigkeitsinformatio-
nen, um vorherzusagen, welche Dateien erfor-
derlich sind, um die einzelnen Jobs zu beenden.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Abhängig-
keitsinformationen in einem Makefile enthalten sind.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Abhängig-
keitsinformationen Dateibenutzungsdaten umfas-
sen, die von einer vorherigen Programmerstellung
gesammelt wurden.

5. System [sic] nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Abhängig-
keitsinfomationen sowohl ein Makefile als auch Da-
teibenutzungsdaten umfassen, die von einer vorhe-
rigen Erstellung gesammelt wurden.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Zwischen-

speicher-Verwaltungsrichtlinie Dateien in eine "ge-
meinsame" Gruppe, die auf den Knoten zwischen
mehreren Jobs zwischengespeichert werden soll,
und eine "flüchtige" Gruppe, die nach jedem Job von
den Knoten gelöscht werden soll, aufteilt.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

anfängliches Markieren einer Vielzahl von Da-
teien als flüchtig;
Verschieben einer ersten Datei von der flüchti-
gen Gruppe in eine gemeinsame Gruppe, wenn
festgestellt wird, dass die erste Datei in mehre-
ren Jobs verwendet wird, wobei flüchtige Datei-
en nach jedem Job aus Knotenzwischenspei-
chern gelöscht werden und gemeinsam genutz-
te Dateien in Knotenzwischenspeichern über
mehrere Jobs hinweg gespeichert werden.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst: Verschieben der ersten Datei zurück in die
flüchtige Gruppe, wenn festgestellt wird, dass die
erste Datei während der Programmerstellung geän-
dert wurde.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst: Löschen der gemeinsamen Dateien von je-
dem Knoten, nachdem festgestellt wurde, dass die
erste Datei modifiziert wurde.

10. System, das Folgendes umfasst:

ein Jobplanermodul (457) zum Planen von Jobs
für eine Programmerstellung, die parallel über
mehrere Knoten (210-215) ausgeführt wird;
ein Vorlademodul (452) zum Vorhersagen der
Dateien, die zur Vervollständigung jedes der
Jobs erforderlich sind, und Vorladen der Dateien
zu jedem Knoten vor der Ausführung jedes Jobs;
und
ein Zwischenspeichermodul (453) zum Zwi-
schenspeichern der Dateien an den Knoten
über mehrere Jobs hinweg gemäß einer be-
stimmten Zwischenspeicher-Verwaltungsricht-
linie, wobei die Zwischenspeicher-Verwaltungs-
richtlinie das Zwischenspeichern von Dateien
eines ersten Typs auf den Knoten über mehrere
Jobs hinweg und das Löschen von Dateien ei-
nes zweiten Typs von den Knoten nach jedem
Job umfasst, wobei der erste Dateityp ein Da-
teityp ist, der wahrscheinlich von mehreren Jobs
verwendet wird, während der zweite Dateityp
ein Dateityp ist, der wahrscheinlich nicht von
mehreren Jobs verwendet wird, ferner wobei ei-
ne Datei des ersten Typs eine Kopfdatensatz-
datei und eine Datei des zweiten Typs eine Ob-
jektdatei ist.
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11. System nach Anspruch 10, wobei das Vorlademodul
(452) Dateiabhängigkeitsinformationen analysiert,
um vorherzusagen, welche Dateien erforderlich
sind, um jeden der Jobs zu beenden.

12. System nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Abhängigkeit-
sinformationen in einem Makefile enthalten sind.

13. System nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Abhängigkeit-
sinformationen Dateibenutzungsdaten umfassen,
die von einer vorherigen Programmerstellung ge-
sammelt wurden.

14. System nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Abhängigkeit-
sinformationen sowohl ein Makefile als auch Datei-
benutzungsdaten umfassen, die von einer vorheri-
gen Erstellung gesammelt wurden.

15. System nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Zwischenspei-
cher-Verwaltungsrichtlinie das Aufteilen von Datei-
en in eine "gemeinsame" Gruppe, die auf den Knoten
zwischen mehreren Jobs zwischengespeichert wer-
den soll, und eine "flüchtige" Gruppe, die nach jedem
Job von den Knoten gelöscht werden soll, spezifi-
ziert.

16. System nach Anspruch 15, wobei das Zwischen-
speichermodul zunächst mehrere Dateien als flüch-
tig markiert und eine erste Datei von der flüchtigen
Gruppe in eine gemeinsame Gruppe verschiebt,
wenn festgestellt wird, dass die erste Datei in meh-
reren Jobs verwendet wird,

17. System nach Anspruch 16, wobei das Zwischen-
speichermodul die erste Datei zurück in die flüchtige
Gruppe verschiebt, wenn festgestellt wird, dass die
erste Datei während der Programmerstellung geän-
dert wurde.

18. System nach Anspruch 17, wobei das Zwischen-
speichermodul die gemeinsamen Dateien von je-
dem Knoten löscht, nachdem festgestellt wurde,
dass die erste Datei modifiziert wurde.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

planifier des tâches pour l’exécution d’une com-
pilation de programme en parallèle à une plura-
lité de noeuds (210-215) ;
prédire les fichiers requis pour terminer chacune
des tâches ;
précharger les fichiers sur chaque noeud avant
l’exécution de chaque tâche ; et
mettre en mémoire cache les fichiers au niveau
des noeuds entre de multiples tâches selon une

stratégie de gestion de mise en cache spécifiée,
la stratégie de gestion de mise en cache com-
prenant les étapes consistant à mettre en mé-
moire cache des fichiers d’un premier type sur
les noeuds entre de multiples tâches, et à purger
des fichiers d’un second type des noeuds après
chaque tâche, le premier type de fichier étant
un type de fichier susceptible d’être utilisé par
de multiples tâches, tandis que le second type
de fichier est un type de fichier qui n’est pas
susceptible d’être utilisé par de multiples tâches,
et en outre le premier type de fichier étant un
fichier d’en-tête et le second type de fichier étant
un fichier d’objet.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
analyser une information de dépendance de fichiers
afin de prédire les fichiers qui sont requis pour ter-
miner chacune des tâches.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’in-
formation de dépendance est contenue dans un fi-
chier Makefile.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel l’in-
formation de dépendance comprend des données
d’utilisation de fichier collectées par une compilation
de programme précédente.

5. Système [sic] selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
l’information de dépendance comprend un fichier
Makefile et des données d’utilisation de fichier col-
lectées par une compilation précédente.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la stra-
tégie de gestion de mise en cache divise des fichiers
en un groupe « partagé » qui doit être mis en mé-
moire cache sur les noeuds entre de multiples tâ-
ches, et en un groupe « volatil » qui doit être purgé
des noeuds après chaque tâche.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre les étapes consistant à :

étiqueter initialement une pluralité de fichiers
comme étant volatils ;
déplacer un premier fichier du groupe volatil à
un groupe partagé quand il est détecté que le
premier fichier est utilisé dans plusieurs tâches,
les fichiers volatils étant purgés des mémoires
cache de noeud après chaque tâche, et les fi-
chiers partagés étant stockés dans les mémoi-
res cache de noeud entre de multiples tâches.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
redéplacer le premier fichier dans le groupe volatil
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quand il est détecté que le premier fichier a été mo-
difié pendant la compilation de programme.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à :
purger les fichiers partagés de chaque noeud quand
il est détecté que le premier fichier a été modifié.

10. Système comprenant :

un module planificateur de tâches (457) permet-
tant de planifier des tâches pour l’exécution
d’une compilation de programme en parallèle à
une pluralité de noeuds (210-215);
un module de préchargement (452) permettant
de prédire les fichiers requis pour terminer cha-
cune des tâches et précharger les fichiers sur
chaque noeud avant l’exécution de chaque
tâche ; et
un module de mise en mémoire cache (453) per-
mettant de mettre en mémoire cache les fichiers
au niveau des noeuds entre de multiples tâches
selon une stratégie de gestion de mise en cache
spécifiée, la stratégie de gestion de mise en ca-
che comprenant les étapes consistant à mettre
en mémoire cache des fichiers d’un premier type
sur les noeuds entre de multiples tâches, et à
purger des fichiers d’un second type des noeuds
après chaque tâche, le premier type de fichier
étant un type de fichier susceptible d’être utilisé
par de multiples tâches, tandis que le second
type de fichier est un type de fichier qui n’est
pas susceptible d’être utilisé par de multiples
tâches, et en outre un fichier du premier type
étant un fichier d’en-tête et un fichier du second
type étant un fichier d’objet.

11. Système selon la revendication 10, dans lequel le
module de préchargement (452) analyse une infor-
mation de dépendance de fichiers afin de prédire les
fichiers qui sont requis pour terminer chacune des
tâches.

12. Système selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’in-
formation de dépendance est contenue dans un fi-
chier Makefile.

13. Système selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’in-
formation de dépendance comprend des données
d’utilisation de fichier collectées par une compilation
de programme précédente.

14. Système selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’in-
formation de dépendance comprend un fichier Ma-
kefile et des données d’utilisation de fichier collec-
tées par une compilation précédente.

15. Système selon la revendication 10, dans lequel la

stratégie de gestion de mise en cache spécifie une
division des fichiers en un groupe « partagé » qui
doit être mis en mémoire cache sur les noeuds entre
de multiples tâches, et en un groupe « volatil » qui
doit être purgé des noeuds après chaque tâche.

16. Système selon la revendication 15, dans lequel le
module de mise en mémoire cache étiquette initia-
lement une pluralité de fichiers comme étant volatils
et déplace un premier fichier du groupe volatil à un
groupe partagé quand il est détecté que le premier
fichier est utilisé dans plusieurs tâches.

17. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le
module de mise en mémoire cache redéplace le pre-
mier fichier dans le groupe volatil quand il est détecté
que le premier fichier a été modifié pendant la com-
pilation de programme.

18. Système selon la revendication 17, dans lequel le
module de mise en mémoire cache purge les fichiers
partagés de chaque noeud quand il est détecté que
le premier fichier a été modifié.
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